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Answers

1. 446

2. 346

3. 385

4. 350

5. 604

6. 714

7. 469

8. 397

9. 614

10. 325

Use subtraction to solve each problem.

1) Three classes were trying to raise 1,263 dollars for new science equipment. If class A
earned 716 dollars and class B earned 101 dollars, how much money does class C need to
earn to meet their goal?

2) A donation center was trying to get a total of 1,238 cans. If they received 259 cans the first
day and another 633 the second day, how many more cans did they need to get to reach
their goal?

3) Together three friends collected 1,394 cans for recycling. If the first friend picked up 439
cans and the third friend picked up 570 cans, how many cans did the second friend pick
up?

4) A store sold mushroom, chicken and tomato soup. If they had 1,683 cans total, with 844
cans of mushroom soup and 489 cans of tomato soup, how many cans of chicken soup did
they have?

5) While building a house an architect used 1,383 nails. If he used 113 nails on the first floor
and 666 on the roof, how many nails did he use in other places?

6) Vanessa was uploading photos to Facebook. She uploaded 1,552 pics into 3 different
albums. If she put 392 pics in the first album and 446 in the second album, how many
pictures did she put in the third album?

7) A magazine had 1,426 subscribers. If they lost 734 subscribers in January and 223 more in
February, how many subscribers did they have left?

8) Debby had to hand out 1,948 flyers for her job. She handed out 846 in her first hour and
705 the second hour. How many flyers did she have to give away after the first two hours?

9) Emily could send 1,507 text messages in a month. If she sent 463 messages the first week
and 430 the second week, how many text messages can she still send?

10) At the dog show there were 815 guests total. If there were 372 guests on Friday and
another 118 on Sunday, how many people went to the dog show on the last day?
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